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INTRODUCTION 

16,000 Cancer Deaths from FRC Guideline Radiation 
(Gofman-Tamplin) 

vs 

160 Cancer Deaths from FRC Guideline Radiation 
(Dr. John Storer) 

A REFUTATION OF THE STORER ANALYSIS 

by 

John W. Gofman and Arthur R. Tamplin 

GT-115-70 

In a recent critique of the Gofman-Tamplin estimate of the 16,000 

additional cancers plus leukemias to be expected annually in the USA from 

radiation exposure at FRC Guidelines, Dr. John Storer has countered with a 

suggestion that a more appropriate number would be 160 additional cancer 

plus leukemia deaths. This critique was widely circulated by AEC-DBM and 

finally was even published in Hearings of the JCAE�l)This critique is a 

classic illustration of the kind of "evidence" being presented currently 

to refute the Gofman-Tamplin work. We are, therefore, appending a copy of 

Dr. Storer's critique to this report, so that everyone interested in this 

problem can see that the bulk of the Storer critique rests upon a serious 

overt misquotation of the Gofman-Tamplin work. (See Exhibit A, Appendix) 

THE STORER SUGGESTIONS FOR REDUCTION OF THE 16,000 EXTRA CANCERS+ LEUKEMIAS 

(a) A minor reduction requested by Dr. Storer because he claims 

"For low LET radiation, protracted exposure is about 1/5 as effective as 

single exposures for both genetic and life-shortening effects. This single 

erroneous assumption makes their estimate (Go:fman-Tamplin) of case numbers 

high by a factor of 5". 

We disagree with Dr. Storer in toto. Recently we published a 

report indicating that the apparent protection by protraction of low LET 
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radiation is illusory. (
2) The experiments on which such apparent protection 

exist are of the type where the protracted radiation is delivered over a 

period extending well into the animal's life-span - at which time the 

sensitivity to radiation-induction of cancer was much reduced. Upton's 

beautiful experiments on mouse leukemia and ovarian cancer are two classic 

illustrations. 
(3) And Upton himself, in a separate paper (4) showed clearly 

the reduced sensitivity of these mice to radiation-induction of these 

specific diseases later in life. (corresponding to the late part of the 

protraction experiments). So, the protraction experiments show nothing 

about lesser effectiveness of slow delivery of radiation in carcinogenesis. 

All they show is that radiation later in life produces a lesser effect 

than radiation early in life, as in the Upton experiments. 

We, therefore, deny Dr. Storer this factor of five as totally 

unjustified. 

(b) A major reduction is requested by Dr. Storer because he be-

lieves only thyroid cancer and leukemia are radiation-induced. The argument 

he develops at great length in his critique rests wholly upon an overt mis

quotation of the Gofman-Tamplin reports. Not only does he misquote Gofman 

and Tamplin once, but he repeats it (see Exhibit A). Storer states on 

page 1 of his critique the following assumption - which he attributed to 

Gofman and Tamplin, although nowhere on earth will he find his absurd 

assumption in the writings of Gofman and Tamplin. He will find abundant 

evidence in the Gofman-Tamplin writings of precisely the opposite of his 

own misquotation. 

Storer Q,uote: "Assumption No. 3 - All human cancers can be 

radiation-induced in the low dose range. Further, the doubling dose is 

approximately the same for all cancers as is the latent period". 
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If Dr. Storer can find a single place in any Gofman-Tamplin 

report that assumes "the latent period is approximately the same for all 

cancers", we would indeed be grateful. The entire thrust of much of our 

argument as to how the radiation-induction of diverse human cancers was 

missed is because the latent period is less for leukemia than for other 

cancers.
(5) 

It is a shame that Dr. Storer went to all the trouble of provid-

ing us with an elementary statistics lesson all based upon his overt mis-

quotation of our stat�ments. We might urge Dr. Storer to try reading some 

of the Gofman-Tamplin reports. Until there is some evidence that he can 

read our reports and refrain from overt misquotations, there would hardly 

seem any reason to consider the Storer critique any further. 

CONCLUSION: 

Dr. Starer's critique rests upon three points: 

(a) The minor suggestion dealing with protraction of low LET 

radiation, which we reject as shown above. 

(b) His (Starer's) undying belief in a "safe threshold" of radiation, 

which we have abundantly rejected elsewhere. (6)(7) 

(c) The major suggestion of Storer resting totally upon an overt 

misquotation by him. 

In view of the non-evidence provided by Storer, we see no reason 

whatever to assign any merit whatever to his suggestion that we lower 

our estimate of 16,000 additional deaths per year in the USA for FRC 

Guideline exposure (170 millirads). 
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APPENDIX (Exhibit A) 

The overt misquotations by Dr. Storer of the Gofman-Tamplin work are indicated by arrow in the attached document 
of Dr. Storer taken from JCAE Hearings, "Environmental Effects of Producing Electric Power", Part I, pp 653-654. 
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Mis quot"'.). 
No. 1 

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY, 
Oak Ridge Tenn., November JO, 1969. 

To: Dr. John Totter, Director, Division of Biology Medicine, AEC. 
From: Dr. John Storer, Scientific Director !or Pathology and Immunology, 

Biology Division. 
Subject: Comments on mnnuscrlpt "Low Dose Rndlntlon, Chromosomes, nnd 

Cnncer" by J. W. Gofmnn and A. R. Tnmplln. 
In order to provide this critique quickly, I hnve not lnclndcd specific references 

to document my statements. Document11tion con be provided If desired. The con· 
clusions of Drs. Gofman and Tamplin depend upon a number of assumptions. '.Fbe 
validity of the assumptions, therefore, should be examined. 

Assumption No. J-The dose·rcsponsc ourvc for radiation Injury ls linear and 
goes lhrouoh the zero lntcrccpt.-Hlstorlcnlly this assumption Is usually made In 
setting radlntlon standnrds In order to be extremely conservative. In attempting 
n renl nssessment nnd assigning numbers to expected cnse of Injury, a more 
realistic relntlooshlp should be employed. For example, lo the case of Induction 
of bone tumors In the radium dial pointers the conclusion should be Inescapable 
thnt there Is no effective threshold dose below which tumors do not appear. The 
same comment applies to dogs exposed to Internal emitters. The most likely 
explnnntion Is thnt favored by R. D. Evans, namely that the Induction period at 
small doses exceeds the llfespnn. The dose·response curve for leukemia In Nngn· 
sakl (which Is the relevant experience because of the low neutron component In 
the rncllntion) appeorn curvilinear. In general, except for cases of neutron 
exposure, where nclequnte Informntlon Is nvnllnble for estlmntlng cancer lnduc· 
tloo versus dose In the low to medium dose range, there nppenrs to be either a 
threshold or a curvilinear relationship. 

Assumption No. 2-Protracted ca:po,mrc is equally effective as sin.glc brief 
crposurcs.-Thls assum1>tlon Is not tenable even for genetic effects In mnmmnllan . 
systems. Life shortening effects which effectively summate nil the deletnlous Mis quot'.::) 
effects of radiation Including cnncerogenesls have been the most thoroughly No 2 
studied. For low LET rndlntloo, protracted exposure Is nbout 1/5 as effective as 

• 

single exposures for both genetic nnd life shortening effects. This single erroneous 
assumption mak!'S their estimate of cnse nmnhcrn high by n fnctor of!,. 

A.sump/ion No. S-All lwnum cancers can be radlation·lnduccd In the low dose 
ran17c. Further, the doubling do•c ls approa:fmatd11 the •amc for all cancers a• 
� the latent pcrlod.-Thls assumption cannot be true. If It were, then oil cancers 
which occur with n normal frequency greater thno that of thyroid cancer or 
leukemia would hove been shown by now to be slgnlflcnntly Increased In the 
Irradiated survivors lo the ABCC studies. The renson for this Is that statlstlcaUy 
It Is much easier to detect a doubling of a relntlvely frequently occurring event 
than It Is to detect n doubling of n rarely occurring event. 

According to Segl ond Kurohnrn (Cancer Mortality for Selected Sites In 24 
CountrlPs No. 4 1002-63), cancer of the thyroid Is rnre In Japan nnd leukemia 
Is nlso relntlvely rare. For example, cancers of the esophagus, stomach, Jorge 
Intestine, rectum, lung, breast and uterus nre nil more frequent In occurrence. 
Yet of these, only for lung and breast Is there even a suggestion of on Increased 
Incidence In irrodlnted survivors. ( See the excellent report by R. W. MIiier In 
Science, Oct. 31, 1069). 

The assertion that It Is easier to detect a doubling of n rensoonbly frequently 
occurring event than It Is to detect a doubling of n rarely occurring event can be 
easily supported by a simple example. Since most testing of significance of 
Increases of this type Is done by use of some modification of a simple 2 x 2 Chi· 
square, I will nee such a test In my example. 

Suppose we have an event occurring 5% of the time In a control sample of 
100 people and we obeerve It 10% of the time In a treated sample of the eame 
size. Then: 

Group 
Number 
positive 

Number 
.. ,.u .. Total 

Control.......................................................... 5 95 100 
Trulld.......................................................... 10 90 100 

Tolll.. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 15 115 2llO 
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In this case, Chl·square=l.80 P<.70. 
Now lets take another event that occurs twice as frequently In a control sample 

of the same size and calculate Chi.square If the event Is twice as frequent In the 
treated. We have: 

Group 
Number 
positive 

Number 
negative Toll! 

Control.......................................................... 10 90 100 
Tre,ted.......................................................... 20 80 100 

Toll!...................................................... 30 170 200 

Chl·square=3.92 P<.05. 
Finally, consider on event which Is four times as frequent as In our first case. 

Group 
Number 
positive 

Number 
nea:ative Toll! 

Control. ................................... ·...................... 20 80 100 
Treated.......................................................... 40 60 100 

Total...................................................... 60 140 200 

Chl-square=0.52 P<.Ol. 
On statistical grounds, then, Gofman and Tnmplln's third assumption cannot 

be correct. Incidentally, the some ·argument applies to the studies of Amerlcnn 
rocllologists. Leukemia wns significantly Increased. If nll cancers hove the some 
doub!ing close and _Induction period, then the radiologists should hove shown a 
significant Increase In nil cancers that normolly occur with n frequency greater 
thun leukemia. 

�'rom nulmnl experimentation we know that the Incidence of a number of 
tumors cannot be lncrensecl by moderate to Jorge (but su!Jlethal) doses of rodl· 
otlon. Some tumors can be Induced by massive local closes of rndlntlon (for 
exumple, skin tumors) but ore not seen at lower doses. Even In mun, the cancers 
of the lung of varieties other than the undltTereotlnted or small cell type clo not 
appear to be Induced even hy massive doses of high LE'I.' radiation. 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS 

Gofman sod Tamplin, ush;1g the assumptions outlloecl nbo\'e, have calculated 
a theoretlcnl number of expected excess cnneer deaths It the entire U.S. populn· 
tloo were exposed continuously to maximum permissible dose levels. They lodl· 
cate that a reduction of MPD's by a factor of 10 would produce a result ucceptoble 
to them. 

Their cnlculated values can be lmmedlntely reduced by a factor of 5 because 
of the well·clocumeotecl lower level of effectiveness of protracted radiation of low 
LET ( the type relevant to the argument). 

Rven giving them linearity of the close.response curve and a zero Intercept, 
their estimate can further be reduced by n factor of 20 because only leukemia 
nod thyroid tumors hove been unequivocoily shown to Increase with Increasing 
closes of rndlntlon In the low to moderate close range. (These two tumors account 
for 5% of the cancer Incidence In Ule U.S.) 

I would conclude couservntlvely that they have overestimated the expected 
Increase In cancer nt the MPD by nt least a factor of 100. 
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